
PEOPLE APPEARANCES

A List of English adjectives that are used for describing people's looks and appearance. Example sentences:The male
actor Bruce Willis is bald. chubby - a polite way of describing someone who is a bit overweight.

Example sentence: Being obese is bad for your health. Continue Reading Below 2 Because That Doesn't
Sound Like Your Voice Everything is a microcosm of something larger, and much as a simple event like a
toilet relentlessly backing up during a dinner party metaphorically scales up to be the current electoral
campaign, so too can other phenomena tell us about ourselves. Continue Reading Below Continue Reading
Below Advertisement Nothing is as it seems, especially not, uh, everything, so what if someone seems
horrible , or someone seems really progressive? Example sentence: Some models look very plain when they
take off their make-up. Mainly used to describe men. Example sentence: Katie Price is very curvy. Important
note: Be careful using negative adjectives when commenting on a person's appearance, as some people may be
very offended by them! Example sentences:The male actor Bruce Willis is bald. Some bald people shave their
heads. So you can people-watch all you want, and you will see some chicks and dudes in very tight pants, but
you can never see someone the way they see themselves. Example sentence: Russell Crowe is looking a bit
chubby lately, isn't he? Example sentence: It is important to look smart if you want to make a good
impression. Watch people in the summer and everyone's in those newfangled "tee-shirts. Example sentence:
Justin Bieber has a lot of tattoos. They still register as normal, because as a great big innocent baby, I lack a
frame of reference to be able to imagine what it's like to be on drugs. Maybe Oedipus had it right with the
whole "might as well gouge out your own eyes" thing. If you don't believe me, then look at people from
previous eras and note how they all might as well be the same person, how the only way to ascertain what
medieval peasant thought about the lower field drainage was to ask him, because looking told you nothing
because everyone has always dressed like everyone else, a massive veneer of sameness spread over entire
civilizations. Watch people in winter and you'll see 10, of the same damn coat. We'll look at megaPhotos in
virtualBooks of the 21st century with its old-timey non-self-cleaning fabric drapings, and we'll not be able to
draw any conclusions about individual people, because they all look the same. One of the voices in the video
above is apparently mine, but I'll be damned if I believe it, because when I talk in real life I don't sound like a
moose doing a Larry David impression, and I've had similar experiences seeing myself in photos and on film
Having to consider that everyone you meet could be paradoxically different inside is a wearying prospect, so
it's natural to just want to take things at face value, and the vicious circle emerges. And standardized clothes
can't help you see people how they see themselves Example sentence: I think Johnny Depp is gorgeous!
Example sentence: Many fashion models are way too skinny. Also follow us on Facebook , but don't stand too
close or we'll get creeped out. You can't judge by appearance because it's even more meaningless than you
think, we're hidden behind so many layers that I'm only scratching the surface of, and The Prejudiced are even
stupider and lazier and more misanthropic than we realize. Even my self-caricature is a barely accurate version
of me from 15 years ago. Those are the only clothes you can buy. In my head I sound normal -- it's you that
are hearing it inaccurately. Example sentence: Simon Cowell is quite short, with dark hair and a stocky build.
Those hipster clones with their Urban Outfitters fashions, they're all the same, I tell you! In most situations it
is safer to use a neutral or positive adjective for example slender instead of thin, large instead of fat. And then
one day you're me, and you realize you didn't have to spend the past 15 years judging yourself and assuming
you were unworthy of love because people will understand, and then you start to resent even that shard of
belated imagination that you do have because it makes you feel like your entire life has consisted of Giant
Mistakes. Continue Reading Below 1 Because We Have No Imagination I can watch a video of people on
drugs , actively knowing that they're on drugs, and I still can't tell that they're on drugs. Example sentence:
Arnold Schwarzenegger is well-built. Example sentence: Sports personality Michael Jordan is very tall.


